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Abstract 
Let i(G) (i(G), respectively) be the independent domination umber (i.e. smallest cardinality 
of a maximal independent vertex subset) of the p-vertex graph G (the complement G of G, 
respectively). 
We prove limp~[max~ i(G)i(Cr)/p 2] = 1/16. 
1. Introduction 
Let G, (7 denote a graph and its complement and r/(G) be a graph parameter. The 
calculations of extremum values of q(G) + q((7) and q(G)q((7) taken over all p-vertex 
graphs G are known as Nordhaus-Gaddum type problems, due to the results of [3], in 
which Nordhaus and Gaddum found extremum values for the sum and product of the 
chromatic numbers of a graph and its complement. 
The independent domination number i(G) of G is the smallest cardinality of an 
independent dominating set of vertices (i.e. a maximal independent vertex subset) of G. 
Let f(p) = max(i(G)i((7)), where the maximum is taken over all p-vertex graphs G. 
The problem of calculating f (p )  was introduced in [2]. The best upper bound so far 
was given in [1]. Specifically, it was proved that 
f (p )  <<, min{(p + 3)2/8,(p + 8)2/10.8}. 
The lower bound f (p )  >~ (p + 4)2/16 (p >~ 4) was given in [2]. This was erroneously 
stated for all p. The example given only establishes the bound for p --- 0(mod4). We 
now amend this example. 
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Let V(G)=AuB (disjoint union), where A={a l ,a2  . . . . .  aLp/Z j} and B= 
{bl, b2 . . . . .  bFp/eq}. Further, let E(G) contain all pairs of vertices from B and for each 
i = 1 . . . . .  L p/2 J = q, let E(G) contain albi, aib~+ ~ . . . . .  agb~+Lq/2 j -  ~ (where subscript 
addition is performed modulo [-p/2 7). 
Each bj is adjacent o L q/2 J or L q/2 J - 1 vertices of A, i(G) = q - L q/2 _J + 1 and 
i((~) = Lq/2J  + 1. Routine calculation shows i(G)i(G) = [ (p + 4)2/16J for even 
p and i(G)i(G) = L (p + 3)2/16 J for odd p. Hence 
{ L (p + 4)2/161: p even, 
f (P)  >~ ] (p + 3)2/16 p odd. 
In this paper we prove that l imp~o~(f(p)/p 2) = ~.  This result suggests that the 
lower bounds given above may be close to the exact values of f(p).  
2. The result 
Theorem 1. Let 0 < k < 16. There exists an integer Po such that for all p >~ Po and any 
graph G with p vertices, i(G)i(G) <~ pE/k. 
Proof. Let G = (V,E)  be a p-vertex graph satisfying i (G)= sp, i (G)= rp (where 
0 < r,s <~ 1) and i(G)i(G) > p2/k, where 0 < k < 16. We will define an integer Po so 
that no such G exists with p ~> P0. The definition of Po will have three stages. In the 
first stage, we show that for p sufficiently large (in fact p/> 32), one can construct 
a convergent increasing sequence {s,} of positive reals with the following two 
properties. Its limit x satisfies x > rs and G has a vertex which is adjacent o each 
vertex in an independent set of at least xp vertices. 
Let p ~> 32 and observe that r > ~66, for otherwise i(G)i(G) = p2rs <. l pZs  <~ lp2 .  
Similarly s > ~6. Each vertex v of G lies in an independent set X(v) containing sp 
vertices and in a complete subgraph Krp whose intersection with X(v)  equals {v}. Note 
that this implies that rp + sp <~ p + 1. 
Choose any v0 e V. Each vertex in X(vo) is contained in a Krp and hence is adjacent 
to at least rp - 1 vertices of V-  X(vo). Thus there are at least sp(rp - 1) edges from 
X(vo) to the p - sp vertices of V-  X(vo). Since p ~> 32 and r > 116, rp > 2 and this 
clearly shows p - sp > 0. Define sl by 
sp(rp - 2) 
sap - (1) 
p - sp 
There is a vertex vl in V- -  X(vo) which is adjacent o the set Xa of at least sip > 0 
vertices of X(vo). Notice that X(v~) c~ X1 = ¢1. Each vertex of X(va) is in a Krp which 
may contain at most one vertex of X~ and no other vertex of X(v~)(since X~, X(v~) 
are independent sets). 
Hence there are at least sp(rp -- 2) edges from X(v~) to V-  (X(va) ~ Xa) which 
has at most p - sp - sap vertices. 
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As noted above,  rp - 2 > 0 and by const ruct ion  p - sp - s~ p > 0. Def ine s2 by 
sp(rp - -  2) 
Szp  -- (2} 
p -- sp -- sap 
and observe there exists a vertex u 2 E V - -  {X(Vl) U X1)  which is adjacent  o a set X2 
of at least szp  vertices of  X(v~) .  
The above process may now be repeated and we form a sequence 
v l ,v2 ,v3  . . . . .  v . . . . . .  where for each n ~> 2, v.+~ is obta ined f rom v. just as v2 was 
obta ined f rom va. Specifically, v. e V -  (X (v .  1) w X .  ~) is ad jacent  to a set X,, of 
s .p  vertices of X (v .  1). Each vertex of X(v . )  is in a Krvwhich may conta in  at most one 
vertex of X .  and no other  vertex of X(v . )  (since X. ,X(v . )  are independent).  Hence 
there are at least sp(rp - 2) edges f rom X(v . )  to V - (X (v . )  u X . )  which contains at 
most  p - sp - s .p  vertices. As above rp - 2 > 0 and hence the construct ion implies 
that p - sp -  s .p  > 0. Def ine s.+a by 
sp(rp -- 2) 
s.+ I P - (31 
p -- sp -- s .p  
and choose v .+l  to be a vertex of V - (X (G)  u X . )  which is adjacent  o a set X,,+ ~ of 
at least s.+ 1P vertices of X(v . ) .  
From (1) and (2), s2/sl  > 1, i.e. s2 > s~. Us ing this as the basis, it is easy to prove, 
using induct ion and (3), that s .+ l / s .  > 1. Hence ~ '.s.~ is an increasing sequence 
bounded above by 1 and has l imit x given by 
and 
s(r - 2/p)  
I X .  
1 - -S - -X  
Therefore  
X2--(1-s)x+(rs-~)=O (4) 
Eq. 15) may be written as 2x = a 4- x fa  2 - b where a = 1 - s, b = 4rs - 8s/p and 
a 2 ~> b > 0 (since r > 116, p ~> 32 and x exists). Hence 
2x >~ a - x~-  b = a - a(1 - b/aZ) l'z. 
Using the b inomia l  theorem we obta in  
2x>~a- -a [  1 -  b -  1 2a 2 + negat ive terms . 
1 - - s+x/ (1 - - s )  2 - 4rs + 8s/p 
x = - (5) 
2 
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Therefore 
b b 
x ~> 4aa + (positive terms) > 4aa" (6) 
Now 
- -  - -  - -  - -  P S  z r s  - -  4a rs 1 - s 
> - (since rs > ~)  
~> 0 (since p >~ 32). 
It now follows from (6) that x > rs. Using the facts that x = l im,~ s, and that v, is 
adjacent o X, ,  it is easily shown that there exists ua ~ V which is adjacent o an 
independent set Y1 with cardinal ity at least xp. This completes the first stage. 
For  the second stage assume that p > m 2, where m is a positive integer greater than 
16 (observe p > 32 so that the construct ion of the first stage is valid). In this stage 
using u~ and Y1 as the starting point, we define recursively a finite sequence tl . . . . .  t,, 
of positive reals where tl = x. In the third and final stage we will show that for 
m sufficiently large, this sequence gives a contradict ion and thus we exhibit the 
required value of Po. 
Since p > m 2 and r > ~6, for each n ~< m - 1, 
(n + 1) 1 (n ÷ 1) 1 1 
r - -  > - -  >~ > 0. (7) 
p 16 m 2 16 m 
Now let tx = x. Recall the definitions of the independent sets X(Ul)  and Y1 from the 
first stage. Every vertex of X(u~) w Y~ (disjoint union) is in a Krp which contains at 
most two vertices of X(u l )  u Y~. Hence there are at least (tl + s)p(rp - 2) edges from 
X(u l )u  Y1 to vertices in V- (X(u l )•  Y1) whose cardinal i ty is at most 
p(1 - t~ - s). Inequal ity (7) shows rp - 2 > 0 and hence the construct ion implies that 
p(1 - ta - s) > 0. Define t2 by 
01 + s)p(rp - 2) 
t2p = (8) 
p(1 - tl - s) 
i.e. 
(t~ +s) ( r -2 /p )  
t 2 = 
1 - - t  I - - s  
Then there exists some vertex lg 2 ~ V-  (g(b/1) k-) Y1) that has at least t2p neighbours 
in X(u l )  u Y~. For  n = 2 . . . . .  m-  1, we now define t .+l  from t. recursively, in 
a manner similar to that used to obtain t2 from t l .  
By definition of t,, there exists a vertex u, which is adjacent to a set 
Y, ~_ X(u ,_~)  w Y, 1 (disjoint union), where ]Y.I /> t,p. For  n = 2 this statement is 
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justif ied by (8). Each vertex y of X(u , )  u Y, (disjoint union) is contained in K(y). 
a copy of Krp. Let Z, = { Wo . . . . .  IV,] where 
w.  = x(u . ) ,  
w._~ = Y. n X(u._~),  
mn-2  = }In ~ Yn-1 n X(un_2)  , 
14/1 = )In ~ Yn-1 n ... n Y2 n X(Ul). 
14/o = Yn n Yn- ln  "'" n Y2n  Y1. 
For  each i e {1, . . . ,n},  X(u i )  is independent and thus IV,. is independent. The 
independence of Y1 ensures that Wo is independent. It is easily proved by induction 
that UT-o wi = X(Un) ~ Y,  and that the sets of Zn are pairwise disjoint. Hence each 
K(y)  contains at most one vertex from each of the (n + 1) sets of ;(n- 
Hence there are at least (sp + t ,p ) ( rp  - (n + 1)) edges from vertices of X(Un) U Y,. 
to vertices of V- - (X(u , )u  Y,). Since he{2 . . . . .  m-1}  it follows from (7) that 
rp - (n + 1) > 0 and hence the construct ion guarantees p - ps - pt ,  
>~ IV - (X (u , )  w Y,)I > 0. Define t , ,  1 by 
t ,+~p -- (sp + t ,p ) ( rp -  (n + 1)), (9) 
p(1 - s - t,) 
i .e .  
[n+l  z 
(s + t , ) (r  -- (n + 1)/p) (10) 
1 - - s - - t .  
It follows from (9) that G has a vertex with at least t.+ ~p neighbours in X(u . )  u Y..  
Thus we have defined the sequence tl . . . . .  t,. of positive reals and note for future use 
that the construct ion implies 
0 < s + t, < 1 for each n = 1 . . . . .  m - 1 and t m < 1. iI 1) 
This concludes the second stage. 
As stated above, in this third and final stage, we use the sequence t~ . . . . .  t,, to obtain 
a contradict ion for p > m 2 where m is sufficiently large. The crucial step is to show 
that for sufficiently large m, there exists h > 0 such that 
t ,+ l - t ,>h  fo reachn~<m- 1. t12) 
F rom (10), 
tn+ 1 - -  I n = 
(s + t , ) ( r  -- (n + 1)/p) -- t,(1 -- s -- t,) 
1 - s -  t, 
[(r  + s ) t ,  + rs + t 2 -- t , ]  -- (s + t , ) ( (n + 1)/p) 
1 - - s - - t .  
= t l3 )  
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Let 
z = (r + s)t. + rs + t 2 - t.. (14) 
Substituting t. = rs + d., we obtain 
z = (r + s + rs)rs + d 2 + (r + s + 2rs - 1)d.. (15) 
Suppose d=rs -~.  Then d >0 and since r s<~(p+ 3)2/8p 2 (see [1]) and 
p > m 2 > 256, one may easily verify that d ~< ~. It follows that 
x/Tss = x/~% + d >~l + ~d and r + s >~ 2x~s  >>. ½ + 3d. (16) 
Using (15) and (16) it can be shown that 
Z~ 13 ~d + 4d 2 + 5dd,. (17) 
Since dl = tl - rs, d I > 0. Now let m > max{16, 1/5ddl }. We prove by induction that 
the statement 
P(n): t.+ l - t. > h 13 = ~d + 4d 2 > 0 
is true for all n ~< m-  1. 
By (13) and (14), 
z - (s + t.)((n + 1)/p) 
t ,  + 1 -- tn = 
1 -s -  t .  
Applying (11) and (17) we obtain 
1 
t .+l  - t. > (h + 5dd . ) - - - .  (18) 
m 
Hence P(1) is true by the choice of m. Now assume that P(n l )  is true for all positive 
integers nl where 1 ~< nl < n ~< m-  1. Then 
dn- -d l=tn - t l  = ~ ( t i - t i -1 )>(n-  1)h, 
i=2 
i.e. 
d. > dl + (n - 1)h. (19) 
Therefore by (18) and (19) 
1 
t .+l - t. >h  + 5d(dl + (n -  1 )h ) - - -  
m 
i.e. P(n) is true. This completes the induction proof  and as asserted t .+l - t. > h > 0 
for eachn~m-  1. 
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It now follows that t,, > rs + (m - 1)h. Therefore for m > ml = ((1 - rs)/h) + 1, we 
obtain t,, > 1 which contradicts (11). 
Let Po = m2+ 1 where m >max{16,1 /5dd l ,ml} .  We have proved there is no 
p vertex graph with p ~> Po and i (G)i(G) > pZ/k. This completes the proof  of the 
theorem. [] 
This theorem immediately implies the following corollary. 
Corol lary 2. l imp.  ~, ( f (p) /p2)  _ 11. 
Although Corol lary 2 implies that the lower bound given in Section 1 is good 
asymptotical ly,  it is still an open problem to determine whether it is in fact the exact 
value of f (p) .  
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